
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Frontend Developer
Capgemini

11/2021 – present

•Built pixel-perfect UI from scratch that can enhance the user experience using 
technologies like TypeScript, React, Redux- toolkit, and Material UI and Integrated user 
interface with the backend services using REST APIs for the full-fledged working of the 
web application.
•Collaborated with product team, Backend team, and Design team to design, build, test, 
and improve the product using agile methodologies and tools such as Jira, Bitbucket.
•Maintained high level of test coverage by writing unit tests with Jest and React Testing 
library ensuring the stability and reliability of the product.
•Generate sonar report and fixed the sonar issues for code quality purpose.
•Also serve the static content through wordpress Rest APIs feature.

Assistant System Engineer - Analyst
Tata Consultancy Services

11/2019 – 09/2021

•Design responsive user interface for web application using HTML5, CSS3.
•Performed integration, and regression testing in the telecom domain and created
regression tests manually and also Identified, documented, and reported bugs.

PROJECTS

My Portfolio
•Portfolio Web application
•Tech Stack - Next.js, App Router, TypeScript, Tailwind CSS, Context API, Framer 
motion for animations, React Email & Resend, Custom React hooks, Light and Dark 
mode, Responsive website.
•Key Features - Implemented Intersection observer API for highlighting section title on 
header on changing viewport.

Crown Clothing
•An e-commerce web Application for shopping.
•Tech Stack - React.js, React Context API, Redux, Styled components etc.
•Key Features - Product Listing, Categories, Product Page, Cart Management, 
Authentication using firebase.

Monster Rolodex
•Monster Rolodex - Application to search the monsters.
•Tech Stack - React.js, HTML5, CSS3.
•Key Features - Search monsters based on name.

SKILLS

React.js | TypeScript | JavaScript (ES6) | HTML5 & CSS3

Frontend State Management ( Redux-toolkit ) | Material UI | Babel | SASS

Unit Testing (Jest, React Testing Library) | Responsive web design | NPM/Yarn

EDUCATION

B.E. Electronics and Telecommunication 
Engineering
Walchand Institute Of Technology

06/2015 – 05/2019  | Solapur

Yogesh Kasliwal
yogesh.kasliwal1006@gmail.com | 7020906957 | LinkedIn | Github

https://yogeshk-portfolio.vercel.app/
https://addtocart-clothing.netlify.app/
https://rolodex-monster.netlify.app/
mailto:yogesh.kasliwal1006@gmail.com
tel:7020906957
https://www.linkedin.com/in/yogesh-kasliwal-8b975a129/
https://github.com/yogesh1006

